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Alternator vs Generator: Your go-to guide to learn their
difference

linquip.com/blog/alternator-vs-generator/

If you want to find the key differences while comparing alternator vs generator, first you
need to know what they are. In this article from Linquip, we’ll briefly introduce alternators
and generators and then we’ll compare these two to clarify their difference. Many people
know that they are used to generate electricity, but they don’t know the difference
between them. Do you know how they differ from each other? Continue reading this
article to find the answer to this question.

What is an Alternator?

An alternator as we already mentioned above, is a system that generates electricity. What
it does is turning mechanical energy into electricity as an AC (also known as alternating
current). A magnet in an alternator rotates, creating a current to distribute energy and
that’s how you get electricity from such generators.

The magnetic pole of the rotor is excited by the direct field current. When the rotor
rotates, the magnetic flux cut the stator conductor, and hence EMF induces in them. As
the magnetic pole alternating rotating N and S, they induce an EMF and current in the
armature conductor which first rotates in a clockwise direction and then in an anti-
clockwise direction. Thus, generates the alternating current.

https://www.linquip.com/blog/alternator-vs-generator/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternator
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What is a Generator?

Just like an alternator, a generator can also convert mechanical energy into electrical
energy. But when it comes to alternator vs generator, you should know that generators
are capable of producing both AC and DC. You can either get a direct current or an
alternating current from generators. A rotor inside the generator rotates and the rotation
of this rotor builds up electricity, creating a magnetic field, resulting in the creation of the
needed energy to spin the armature.

The generator has a rectangle rotating coil which is rotating in the magnetic field around
its axis. The magnetic field is provided by either a permanent magnet or an
electromagnet. The ends of the coil are joined by two slip rings. The slip ring collects the
current induced in the coil and transfers it to external load resistance R. The rotating coil
is called armature which is made of copper.

See All Generator For Sale

https://www.linquip.com/blog/industrial-generator/
https://www.linquip.com/industrial-directories/14/generator/for-sale?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=CRO&utm_term=alternator%20vs%20generator&utm_content=for_sale
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Alternator vs Generator

Although the outcome of the alternator and generator is somehow the same (they both
provide electrical energy and one of them also provides direct current), there are, in fact,
a few important technical differences between them that make each of them unique for
specific applications.

Unlike generators, an alternator cannot charge a drained battery. This is important
because if you try to charge a drained battery with an alternator, it may cause safety
issues and even result in the explosion of the battery.

https://www.linquip.com/blog/alternator-slip-rings-discover-the-purpose/
https://www.linquip.com/blog/what-is-a-generator/
https://www.linquip.com/blog/alternator-slip-rings-discover-the-purpose/
https://www.linquip.com/blog/parts-of-dc-generator-explanation-working/
https://www.linquip.com/blog/types-of-alternator-features-advantages/
https://www.linquip.com/blog/difference-between-motor-and-generator/
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As we already mentioned, an alternator only provides AC, but a generator generates both
AC and DC. So, if you need DC, your only choice between alternator vs generator would
be a generator. With every half rotation of the rotor, the current’s direction changes,
causing the alternating current. The circuit’s ends are directly connected to the load for
getting the produced AC. And when it comes to direct current or DC, these ends of the
wire should be connected to the commutator which converts AC to DC.

Alternator and generator are also different in size. Alternators are usually much smaller
than generators. This difference in size enables the alternators to fit into smaller spaces,
while generators usually require large spaces.

Another difference between alternator and generator is in their interior design. While
generators have a stationary magnetic field, alternators produce a rotating one.

An additional generator and alternator difference is that in commercial electric power
plants and also vehicles, many prefer to use alternators because of their mechanical
simplicity. But keep in mind that generators make up this lack by providing multiple
services. You can easily use them as a DC motor. How? By applying power to the shaft.
And removing the shaft results in acting as a generator. If you want an alternator to
convert AC to DC, you’ll need extra circuitry which complicates the design.

The energy supplier of an alternator is its stator, while the supplier of a generator is its
rotor.

One more generator alternator difference is that alternators use only the required amount
of energy and thus, it conserves more energy. While generators use all the energy that is
produced and so, they conserve less energy.

An extra generator alternator difference is that polarization is not required in the case of
alternators. But generators need to be polarized after installation.

Another difference between alternator vs generator is that generators have lower output
compared to alternators.

A further generator and alternator difference is in their power generation method. It should
be mentioned that the alternator’s power generation method is much more efficient than a
generator. They both use the principle of Faraday law of electromagnetic induction for
their final purposes. But a magnetic field in an alternator is spun inside a winding of wires,
while in a generator, it is a winding of wires spinning inside a magnetic field, resulting in
the creation of a current. The method of alternators enables them to operate at a higher
speed! They are also capable of producing more power at lower speeds.

Another difference between alternator and generator is that the alternator is to used to
produce small-scale electricity or used as a charging system for automobiles, and
generators are used to produce large-scale electricity.
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If you are still not sure which one to choose between alternator vs generator, then you
should know that alternators are more reliable than generators! One of the reasons is that
the brushes in generators wear more quickly because they use split rings and the
brushes should rub against the break in them. This is not the case with alternators since
they use solid rings, resulting in less wear and tear.

In alternator vs generator comparison, alternators can especially win when transformers
step foot in the game! They only work with alternators since they can easily step up or
down the voltage provided by an alternator.

Another important item in alternator vs generator is about their RPM range. RPM is short
for Rotation Per Minute. Alternators have a wide range of RPM, and I think you can guess
by now that the RPM of the generators falls into the narrow range category.

It’s good to know that the armature of the generators is rotary but the armature in an
alternator is stationary. This is another point you should mention while comparing these
two.

One last thing to mention about the alternator vs generator comparison is their EMF.
While the alternator’s EMF is variable, in the case of the output voltage of the generator,
this factor is constant.

Advantage of Alternator vs Generator

Alternators have some benefits over generators which are as follows.

Higher output
Lower weight and smaller size
Less maintenance
Higher output: When comparing alternator vs generator, one of the benefits of an
alternator is that its parts are more robust than what you’ll find in a generator. This
lets them rotate more quickly without the risk of causing damage. The higher
rotation speed means an alternator can generate more power overall. It also means
an alternator can produce more power at lower speeds so you can get a charge
even when a vehicle is idling.

https://www.linquip.com/feed
https://www.linquip.com/feed
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Lower weight and smaller size: An alternator is a more compact way of
generating electricity, which has two distinct benefits. First, this yields noticeable
weight-savings over generators. A lighter car means better fuel economy, which
helps you keep more money in your pocket. Second, it’s smaller, which makes it
easier to fit into an already crowded engine compartment and makes the space
easier to work in when the time for maintenance and repairs arises.

Less maintenance: Both alternator and generator have a system of rings and
brushes to generate electricity, but the designs of these components are different.
Generators use split rings, while alternators use solid rings. The brushes in both rub
against these rings.

As mentioned earlier, the brushes in a generator wear more quickly as they rub against
the splits in the rings. The smooth rings of an alternator don’t cause the same issue. So
the alternator requires less overall maintenance which is an advantage of alternator vs
generator.
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That was everything you needed to know about alternator vs generator. Now you can
easily understand why they are not used instead of each other. They do create the same
results, but their application and their internal construction are different. Comment below
and let us know what you think about these two and their differences. And if you have any
questions about generators or alternators, feel free to sign up on Linquip and we will help
you right away!

Buy Equipment or Ask for a Service

By using Linquip RFQ Service, you can expect to receive quotations from various
suppliers across multiple industries and regions.
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